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Regulatory Policy and Cooperation Directorate
Regulatory Affairs Sector
Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat/ Government of Canada
rcd-dcmr@tbs-sct.gc.ca

Our Ref: T0173_TBS
30th September 2019

RE: Regulatory Modernization Initiative

Salutations!

On behalf of the members of Electro-Federation Canada (EFC), I would like to thank you for giving us
an opportunity to provide comments on this initiative from the Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat.

EFC is a national, not-for-profit industry association, representing over 225 companies that
manufacture, distribute, and service electrical products in Canada; contributing over $10B to the
Canadian economy and employing over 40,000 workers in more than 1,200 facilities across the
country. EFC members produce and sell a wide range of electrical products, including electric vehicle
charging systems, distribution equipment, industrial controls, lighting, motors and generators,
transformers, wire and cable, wiring supplies and electric heating.

The electrical industry has been rapidly changing in the past 10 years and with disruptive changes
happening in the technology and designs of the products, equipment and processes, concerns have
always been raised to address the Regulatory burden which the industry faces to do business within
the country as it is somewhat felt that many of the Regulations tend to impede innovation, despite of
the fact that these changes are almost always focused with safety, efficiencies and cost-effectiveness
in mind.

This initiative of TBS has been welcomed by the entire industry and it is hoped that feedback taken
from the stakeholders will result in some positive changes within the framework of the Regulatory
system.

(Contd.)

mailto:rcd-dcmr@tbs-sct.gc.ca
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1. TARGETED REGULATORY REVIEWS (ROUND 2)

Practices and processes that are impeding economic development, competitiveness:

1.1 Harmonize the individual provincial electrical codes with the CanadianElectrical Code

(CEC).

1.1.1 Considerable efforts and time from so many experts are spent to create, revise and

maintain CEC, subsequent to which Provinces again spend lot of energy and time to

revise CEC to suit their local requirements and include them in the Provincial Codes.

1.1.2 During revision of CEC every three years, all Provinces could propose their viewsand

discuss their differences but should result in one Canadian Electrical Code within

Canada, which should be followed by all Provinces and implemented at the same

time.   This will facilitate smooth flow of trade without boundaries.

1.2 Harmonize the local utility metering compartment standards in to a single Canadian utility

standard similar to what the Western US states have done under EURSERC

(https://the.euserc.org/). Occasionally electrical equipment manufacturers receive drawings

which have been approved by the Electrical Consultant(s), but do not contain ‘mark-ups’ for

the utility electricity metering compartment. Based on that information, the particular

manufacturer proceeds with manufacturing and delivers the equipment on site to discover

that the electricity metering compartment does not entirely meet the requirements of the

local Utility involved. Then the Manufacturer dispatches a service team on-site in order

to remedy the situation, which introduces delay of service to the consumer and unexpected

additional cost to the Manufacturer.

1.3 Have Measurement Canada (https://www.ic.gc.ca/eic/site/mc-mc.nsf/eng/home) certify to

ANSI revenue certified/grade standards C-12.1-2014, C12.20-2015 and C57.13-2016 like in

the US instead of performing their own tests that take over a year to complete.

1.4 In General, Canada should be looking at the North American (NA) Region FIRST, and at the

International as a Second option for standards and regulation harmonization

1.5 The Canadian government and ministries should focus on two harmonization projects:

1.5.1 Regional (NA) Harmonization (Canada-USA regulatory cooperation)

Canadian Government is doing a great job with North American Regulations and Standards

Harmonization:

− NRCAN successfully follows an MoU agreement with DOE on EnergyEfficiency

Regulations (Amendments 13, 14…)

− SCC has an active relation with CANENA

The consultation / public review processes are followed, and comments considered.

1.5.2 National Harmonization (Federal-provincial-territorialcooperation)

https://the.euserc.org/
https://www.ic.gc.ca/eic/site/mc-mc.nsf/eng/home
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We believe that timely issued Federal Regulations, in line with Provincial regulations, may

contribute to better Canadian interprovincial harmonization as the provinces/territories

would likely adopt Federal Regulations in lieu of developing their own. (examples are Energy

Efficiency regulations of BC, QC & ON).

1.6 Current and potential barriers

1.6.1 Regulation and Code differences within CanadianProvinces/Territories:

At present, Local Regulations (Energy Efficiency, Hazardous Materials, Recycling) and

Codes (CEC-I, NBC, NFC) are different in Canadian Provinces and Territories; either

the National regulations and codes are modified, or the Provinces and Territories are

delaying in adoption of the latest National Code edition. The benefits of the latest

Regulations/Codes, however, cannot be realized until the additional step is taken to

amend the Local Regulations/Codes to enable the Minister to utilize these new

authorities.

1.6.2 Federal- Provincial- Territorial Cooperation: The Government of Canada should

establish a framework for Federal-provincial-territorial cooperation and

harmonization of Local and National Regulations and Codes. Example, CSA

Canadian Electrical Code vs Provincial regulations – duplication of work, provinces

having different policies for similar issues creates issues for all sectors,

manufacturing, product distribution, installers.

1.6.3 Changes of adoption at the provincial level need to involve industry from the

beginning so that they could help in defining the impact of the changes and fully

understand the impact to their business. These changes can have a significant effect

on business between provincial borders.

1.6.4 The Government of Canada should have an authority to regulate (set) the timeframe

for provinces/territories to adopt or reference the latest National Code or Regulation

and to issue Local Regulations and Codes.

1.7 Effective Dates for Certification bodies. Although this is a Certification Body issue for

Published Date of the standard, Effective Date of the Standard, there also need to be

reference to a withdrawal date of the previous standard. The process needs to be very clear

for the SDO (CSA, UL and ANCE) and all applicable CB’s. Health Canada has taken the

initiative to lead a Task Group to resolve this issue with the help of EFC but may need

support from SCC.

1.8 In order to support innovation in the Electrical sector, Canadian regulators and standards

developers need to ensure there is a clear direction towards developing harmonized

standards with international standards. Over the past twenty-five years Canadian Wire and

Cable Standards have focused on harmonizing with Regional standards (CANENA). There has

been no focus to harmonize these standards with IECStandard.
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1.9 On-line Sales: Level playing field for products being imported to Canada must be provided.

It is concerning component on the increase in online sales for incoming product that do not

get regulated through corporate authorized distribution channels. This can pose a very

critical safety threat to the consumers. Industry is ready to support Regulators by creating a

platform where all the stakeholders could cooperate to keep the issue under constant

surveillance.

1.10 No Energy Efficiency Standards or Regulations for wire and cable sector: At the

national level there has been very little regulator change for the wire and cable sector, as the

industry is not involved with energy efficiency standards.

1.11 Benefits for use of Clean Energy by Domestic Manufacturers: Currently we are

experiencing bare and insulated aluminum conductors entering Canada from Asia, which is

being manufactured from coal-based electricity, below world market price levels, a form of

dumping. We would like to see the government apply the Special Import Measures Act

(duty) so that all electrical cables entering Canada come in at world recognized market

values. Carbon taxes on imported materials and finished goods should be applied as per the

Special Import Measures Act at entry. There should be a benefit to domestic manufacturers

for using clean energy in Canada and a cost to import electrical cables made from coal

powered energy.

1.12 Wire and Cable products historically have seen very little change over time.  The

wire and cable product standards developed 50 plus years ago for Canadians were safe and

have been proven robust and still valid for the safety for Canadians. The frequency at which

wire, and cable standards are changing is at lightning speed. Examples,

1.12.1 CSA C22.2 #48 Editions 2015, 2009, M1990, 1984, 1976, 1965

1.12.2 CSA C22.2 #51 2015, 2009,1995,1989,1981, 1968

1.12.3 CSA C22.2 #131 2017,2014,2007,1989,1981,1965

1.12.4 One of the reasons for this is changes to the Canadian Electrical code are happening

at an ever-increased rate. Proposals to the Canadian Electrical Code Part I are being

done by various industry associations which are causing changes that manufactures

must adapt to, however the full effect to industry is not fully understood.  Changes

in one of the industry sectors can have a significant impact on the outcome of other

industry sectors.

1.13 One specific issue that has recently arisen is authorities having justification are

requesting the ampacities for service entrance cables that are currently not in the code.

Ampacities have to be calculated based on the IEEE 835 calculation method.  While this is

not new, medium voltage cable manufacturers have been providing ampacitiy calculation

with their medium voltage cable specification for decades, Ampacity calculations for low

voltage cable product were obtained from the Canadian Electrical Code Part I (Primarily

Table 1 – Table 4), however today some authorities having jurisdiction are requesting IEEE

835 calculations.  The installation being a cable duct buried in direct soil is not in the CECode
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Part I. It has come to the attention of industries that installers are having to pull out the

cables as the manufacturer did not have the necessary software to do the calculation but

provided the response, however it should have been recognized that ampacities from Tables

1 – 4 of the code should be acceptable. Looking back to the 1994 Canadian Electrical Code

Part I, Rule 4-004 Ampacities of Wires and Cables had 17 sub rules, today Rule 4-004 has 26

sub rules, all pushing the limits of the wire and cable and connecting equipment to it

maximum operating conditions.

1.14 Have the Canadian Electrical Code adopt IEC metric conductor sizes.

1.15 Some of the issues that need to be addressed by the CE Code, and thereby the

Provincial Regulations, are as follows:

1.15.1 Add metric conductor sizes to the CE Code Part I - the first step is to have the

equivalent mm2 size for the AWG size.  (This is in process)

1.15.2 Adoption of IEC 60228 as a National Conductor Standard (CSA)

1.15.3 Add hard metric sizes to the CE Code Part I to promote future generations of

Electrical workers to completely move to the SI unit moving Canada to themetric

system (SI Unit) when designing and specifying conductorsizes.

1.16 North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) has not been good for Canadian

wire and cable manufacturers. The following Canadian manufacturing wire and cable

facilities have either been taken over by American companies or have been closed as they

were unable to compete with Americans.

1.16.1 Northern Electric – Kingtson

1.16.2 Canada Wire and Cable - Toronto

1.16.3 Phillips Cables – Brockville

1.16.4 Alcan Wire and Cable - Bracebridge

1.16.5 Pirelli Cables – St Jean

1.17 Involvement of Canadian manufacturers in the International Committees:

Canadian manufacturers do not participate at the international level. There needs to be

more coordination at the IEC TC 20 mirror committed on what initiatives Canada want to

take to IEC standards. Canadian manufacturers participate through national and regional

standards developments, however there is no participation by Small and Medium

Enterprises at the international level. This is predominately controlled by international

organization with corporate headquarters outside of North America. Canadian Wire and

Cable manufacturers need to participate internationally through SCC based on the technical

requirements in the CSA wire and cable standards to further promote global harmonization.

1.18 Clean technology (to enhance clean technology innovation / address regulatory
barriers).  The Clean Technology may be analyzed by looking at three segments:

1.18.1 Energy Efficiency
Some 10 plus years ago, the Lighting Products were second on the list for building energy

efficiency improvement (after Air conditioning). The penetration of LED technology has

pushed the Lighting product to the very bottom of the list of Energy Efficiency improvement

opportunities. The market itself has regulated lighting products; LEDs would shortly replace
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all earlier light sources whether there is regulation in place or not. Furthermore, the LED

efficiency and quality is constantly improving, driven by the competitive market.

Action: Industry see no benefits in further (upcoming) energy efficiency regulations.

1.18.2 Hazardous Materials
Harmonization with (following the) USA regulations apply based on previously given

arguments for NA harmonization.

1.18.3 Recycling: The National recycling regulations should lead/influence Local

(Provincial/Territorial) recycling regulations.

1.19 Digitalization and technology neutrality (examine existing regulations to support

technology neutrality / reduce the risk that regulations may impede the adoption or use of

new technologies)

1.20 Canadian society / consumer will be better served if the Canadian governmentbuild

up regulations affecting Connected / digital and 5G lighting building in order as follows;

• Bi lateral (US-CAN),

• Regional (NAFTA countries),

• Globally (CAN+US+MX) / Globe.

1.21 Cybersecurity Framework

1.19.1 US and Canada have already cybersecurity standards, regulation, and

guidelines established for critical infrastructure, NIST seems to be in the

lead.

1.19.2 One critical element of the NIST approach is the cybersecurity framework.

(See Note 1)

1.19.3 NIST is US based standard, it has been adopted in Canada for critical

infrastructure (military), and it has also been translated in the following

languages: Arabic, Japanese, Portuguese, Spanish… and adopted by number

of countries.

1.19.4 The other major player is the FCC. FCC and NIST have shaped the 5G

networks in North America, some of which are already deployed in various

US major cities. The Canadian government is tracking close too. Protocol is

full complex issue by itself. We hope the Canadian government will not

regulate wireless protocols.

NOTE 1:

“The United States depends on the reliable functioning of its critical infrastructure.

Cybersecurity threats exploit the increased complexity and connectivity of critical

infrastructure systems, placing the Nation’s security, economy, and public safety and

health at risk. Similar to financial and reputational risks, cybersecurity risk affects a

company’s bottom line. It can drive up costs and affect revenue. It can harm an

organization’s ability to innovate and to gain and maintain customers. Cybersecurity
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can be an important and amplifying component of an organization’s overall risk

management. To strengthen the resilience of this infrastructure, the Cybersecurity

Enhancement Act of 20142 (CEA) updated the role of the National Institute of

Standards and Technology (NIST) to “facilitate and support the development of”

cybersecurity risk frameworks.”

1.20 With regards to digitalization and technology neutrality there is CSA’s capacity to

perform tests based on the C828-13 standard that we consider to be a potential

issue. This standard affects electronic controls. Stelpro, Convectair and Honeywell

have their own certified test chamber and submit results to CSA. For all other

manufacturers the testing chamber was located at Hydro Quebec, but it has been

demolished and a new one is supposed to be rebuilt, on a timeline unknown. It

was supposed to be completed by April 2019, but to this date budget still has not

been approved. This creates a strong potential for iniquity among manufacturers,

whether some are penalized because they can’t get their products certified, or

where others are held to higher standards because they have invested in

implementing the testing capacity. We do fear that products might go to market

without the proper certifications simply because the testing facilities do not exist.

We feel that CSA should have the direct ability to test for the standards they

enforce, without having to rely on a single outside outlet that is in the criticalpath.

1.21 Clean technology is obviously a main point of concern for us as discussed

previously, especially as it relates to the NRCan 2035 plan. As represented

previously it is our view, and also what was communicated by EFC in its letter to

NRCan, that efficiency above 100% is not the only means to achieve the goal of

reducing energy use. The main point of contention is that they need to take

example on Europe and adopt a holistic approach to the issue by looking at the

building as a whole. A proper building envelope will greatly reduce heating

requirements. It is quite possible that it could make central systems such as heat

pumps irrelevant as they would be too big, overpowered and complex, and better

position electric heat and its zoning capabilities as the solution of choice for a low

heating requirement environment.

1.22 Especially when it comes to retrofitting of electric heating systems the use of

electronic programmable thermostats can bring energy savings of up to 20%, and

the new breed of smart thermostats can push that up to 25%. This has been

demonstrated by many studies and by all the utilities that have pushed thermostat

conversion programs to upgrade old bimetallic thermostats to digital. This makes

much more economic sense than to think that all homes can be retrofitted from

electric heat to heat pumps.

1.23 The other aspect in the equation is how much greener electricity production is

becoming. I’m sure CEA could contribute to that message. But this point benefits

heat pumps also and is not an advantage solely to electric heat.
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2. REVIEW OF THE RED TAPE REDUCTION ACT

LEFT WITH NO COMMENTS AT THIS TIME
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3. LEGISLATING CHANGES TO REGULATOR MANDATES

3.1 Regulatory development process

3.1.1 Timely development and publication of Regulations:

3.1.1.1 Our member companies are constantly striving to improve their products. The pace of

advancements in product technology requires a regulatory framework that can keep

pace with the changes and improvements our members are introducing, and with the

changes that are occurring with our largest and most important trading partner.

3.1.1.2 In order to modernize and improve the regulatory process we absolutely need the

Minister to be provided with his new authorities in order to streamline this very busy

and full regulatory agenda. (e.g. We cannot afford to have a repeat of the Amendment

13 debacle where it took 10 years in which to update the energy efficiency regulations.)

3.2 Public consultation processes and regulatory announcement process:

3.2.1 Not always the Federal-provincial-territorial authorities/agencies follow the well-

established public consultation processes (good example is NRCAN) and regulatory

announcement process.

3.2.2 Provinces/territories do not have obligation to make public consultation

o As a result, the regulations/codes may not be in line with current technology

and/or would not support new technologies/products.

3.2.3 Provinces/territories do not have obligation to make public regulatory announcement.

As a result, the industry may not have enough time to comply with new

regulations/codes

3.2.4 Even some federal organizations, such as ISED, are failing to follow proper regulatory

development process. (e.g. ICES-005, Issue 5: discussions between ISED Canada and the

Lighting Industry about whether the CISPR family of standards can or should be applied

to lighting emissions requirements in North America)

3.2.5 The Government of Canada should have an authority to regulate (set) the National wide

public consultation processes and regulatory announcement process.

3.2.6 It is important for safety of public and property to add revisions to the Regulations from

time to time, by seeking a representation from industry who are working on numerous

innovations to support the need of making the lives better. Many examples like,

requests for changing the Canadian Electric Code to improve

3.2.6.1 Shock and Arc Flash protection (Rule 2-306 of CEC)

3.2.6.2 Seismic restraint requirements for electrical equipment (Rule 2-133 ofCEC)

4. SUGGESTIONS FOR THE NEXT ANNUAL REGULATORY MODERNIZATION BILL

4.1 Importance of enforcing the Regulations.
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4.1.1 There have been many instances where the Regulations have been developed but have

not been implemented. New technology often comes with higher cost to the product. If

the government changes, the launch date may not get enforced and in that case, those

manufacturers who have conformed to the new regulation will become uncompetitive

and will be out priced in the market. Those who haven’t made the change will have a net

advantage on the others.  This demotivate the innovators.

4.1.2 Here are 3 examples in the last years.

• Bimetallic thermostat in BC where for the last 10 years you cannot install, but it’s the
province where we sell the most. Government didn’t reinforce the law.

• Harmonics for the thermostat, date changed 3 times. Even this year it was suppose
to be Implemented by April 30th, now push back for December 31st. 9 months for
production and new thermostat is 3$ more expensive. We are not competitive in the
market because of the government changing the dates.

• PSC motors for furnaces, July 2019 you could not sell or fabricate anymore, in June
government decided to push back date for December 31st. Getting components,
start up production etc. It has a cost, it messes up our distributor and we don’t know
if the date will be pushed again.

4.1.3 This is the major issue we have with the government listing to every player in themarket

and changing dates because a small percentage cannot reach new implementation

dates.

4.2 Bodies supervising technical regulators should be matrix based

4.2.1 Matrix shall be such that one component of the matrix colluding or lobbied, or of the

same opinion of another matrix component, may swing a ballot. So, the ballot counting

process must make sure that at least 4 components in the matrix forming the

membership of a committee is implemented and that vote count is such that a ballot

majority is established not only in positive votes cast, but also in matrix components

expressing a positive ballot.

4.3 Federal/ Municipal/ Utilities should fall in the same scope

4.3.1 Utilities are often in Canada so large that they are writing regulations. It is a request that

a utility appearing as both a technical expert and in a double role as a regulator, be

either relegated to a utility contribution only (excluding the regulatory component from

the utility) or represented by different representatives, carrying a single utility vote and

not multiple votes based on the number of representatives from the same organisation,

to prevent biased representation.

4.3.2 Municipalities should be assimilated to a Provincial or territorial vote, not hold a vote in

addition to their own Province or territory. The principle here is that no municipality

should hold a voting power equal to the Province or territory which it is located into,

therefore no voting power attached to municipality representation.
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4.4 With Innovation happening in the industry- how to expedite changes in Regulations. It

takes very long time to change electrical Standards in Canada and to have approved changes

printed to permit certification.

4.5 Internet access to Regulations should be provided.

4.5.1 Traceability to Regulations on search engines (Google etc)

4.5.2 Regulatory framework for manufacturers to export of goods should bemade accessible
on internet

4.5.3 Ability to access EDI instead of relying to Exchange

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
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SUMMARY

For economic growth in this country and for our businesses to sustain, there is a need for Regulators,
Governments- both Federal & Provincial, Consumers and Industry to collaborate together by coming
on one platform to discuss the issues and finding ways that would help the country to do better in the
field of Innovation and in manufacturing, which would create opportunities, attract talent and
ultimately, result in economic growth.

It is suggested that industry and industrial associations like Electro-Federation Canada should be
included in the Regulation development process right from the concept stage, as that would enable
the Regulatory committee to be cognizant of all the latest innovations involving the relevant product(s)
and will become a very conducive platform to generate Regulatory requirements which would have
met the needs and considered the developments either existing or forthcoming in the industry and
not bring surprises to the industry. This will ensure creating an environment of inclusivity,
responsibility towards safety and growth within the business community. And, subsequently, as the
Regulation is published, manufacturers will be ready with their products confirming to the latest
requirements.

It is also recommended that although Canada should continuously strive to become a leader in
innovation, monitoring and implementing measures to combat climate change, and in supporting
growth of industry, but while creating and finalizing Regulations, efforts should be put to avoid
unnecessary Rules which would make Regulations tougher than other similar developed countries.

Thank you for the serious consideration of our comments.

Look forward to receiving a favorable response.

Kind Regards,

Gurvinder Chopra
Vice-President (Standards and Regulation)
Electro-Federation Canada
190 Attwell Dr. Suite 560
Toronto; ON M9W 2K3

CC:
1. Carol McGlogan, President & CEO, Electro-Federation Canada.
2. Rob McIntyre, Manager, Product Sections, Electro-Federation Canada.
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